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The dramatic history of the development and use of polio vaccines reflects the evolution of vaccine preparations under the influence of 
changing epidemiological conditions and socio-economic factors.

The invention of two polio vaccines — the inactivated Salk vaccine and the live oral vaccine from Sabin strains, each with its own 
advantages and disadvantages — is on the list of the most significant medical achievements of the XX century. Over the past 50 years, 
these vaccines were used in various modalities, schemes, and combinations. As a result, poliomyelitis has been completely eradicated in 
almost all countries of the world. The sustained WHO-led efforts toward full eradication of the disease are expected to result in complete 
cessation of the virus circulation. In this case, the poliovirus, like the smallpox virus, will remain only in laboratories. However, it would be 
unreasonable to stop the vaccination even after the pathogen circulation has been stopped like it was in the case with the elimination of 
smallpox virus. Unlike the smallpox vaccination, vaccines against poliomyelitis will not lose their relevance in the near future because these 
two viruses significantly differ from each other in terms of biological and epidemiological characteristics.
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Introduction

Vaccines are of special significance among medical 
products. The earliest vaccines were invented centuries 
ago; some of them are still produced using these early 
methods. However, the increasing requirements of safety 
and efficiency of production, stimulate manufacturers to 
develop innovative approaches.

Polio vaccines are on the list of the most frequently 
used and effective ones; they serve as a reference for 
other vaccination products. More than 60 years ago, 
polio vaccines made it possible to practically get rid 
of this dangerous disease in most countries of the 
world. This overwhelming success led to the public 
reassessment of vaccines and the prevalence of 
benefits over the risk of complications. As a result, a 
number of important changes had been introduced in 
polio vaccination programs.

Today, the goal is set to completely eradicate the 
disease in the near future; this goal necessitates 
developing innovative vaccines to replace the current 

ones. This change in policy reflects changes in 
the epidemiological situation and socio-economic 
factors, and also rationalizes the need for continuous 
improvement of vaccine production.

The present review provides general information on 
polio and the history of vaccines against this disease.

General characteristics of poliomyelitis
Poliomyelitis (inflammation of the gray matter of 

the spinal cord, from the Greek. polios — gray and 
myelos — the spinal cord) is an acute infectious disease 
caused by poliomyelitis virus (poliovirus) of one of the 
three serological types. The clinical manifestations vary 
from asymptomatic infection, mild malaise to severe 
body paralysis if the virus enters the central nervous 
system (CNS). In the latter case, the infection causes 
irreversible damage to motor neurons of the gray matter 
of the anterior spinal horns and the nuclei of the cranial 
nerves of the brain stem.

The disease was first described in the XVIII 
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century by the British physician Underwood [1]; yet 
the humanity had been confronted with polio many 
centuries earlier. Images of people with characteristic 
manifestations of polio from ancient Egypt date back 
to the XVI–XIV centuries BC. However, until the end of 
the XIX – beginning of the XX centuries, poliomyelitis 
was a sporadic disease affecting mainly children (it 
was then called “childhood paralysis”) [2–5] and it did 
not attract much attention against the background of 
plague, cholera, and smallpox epidemics. In the early 
XX century, the epidemiological profile of polio began 
changing so that its outbreaks gradually grew into world-
wide epidemics [6–8]. Unexpectedly, the reason for this 
transformation was a dramatic improvement in hygiene 
habits due to changes in socio-economic factors. In the 
past, most children had first exposure to the virus at a 
very young age when they were protected by mother’s 
antibodies and, therefore, were more resistant to the 
virus. Because of that, before the XX, the incidence rate 
was low — the disease affected one of several hundred 
infected kids. Thanks to this early contact with the virus, 
the vast majority of children received immunity for life. 
Thus, wild strains of poliovirus themselves provided 
vaccination for humans and thereby limited the spread of 
the disease. The development of sanitary requirements 
and hygiene postponed the child’s first contact with the 
virus to a later age when the child no longer had mother’s 
antibodies. As a result, the incidence of paralysis has 
increased. The decrease in collective immunity against 
poliovirus created the conditions for a rapid spread of the 
virus, an increase in epidemic outbreaks and severity of 
the disease.

The first major polio outbreak in Europe (1031 cases) 
occurred in 1905 in Sweden. In the United States, the 
first report on multiple cases of poliomyelitis in one state 
was published in 1843; in 1916, a polio epidemic was 
declared throughout the entire country (27 thousand 
cases of the disease, 6 thousand cases with fatal 
outcome). In Russia, reports on limited outbreaks of 
poliomyelitis (several dozen cases) began to appear 
from 1905. Prior to the vaccination campaign in the 
USSR, a steady increase in the polio incidence was 
observed; it reached its peak in 1958: more than 13 
thousand cases (10.66 per 100 thousand population) [9].

Etiology of poliomyelitis. In 1909, the Austrian 
researchers Landsteiner and Popper [2] reported for 
the first time on successful isolation of poliovirus. At the 
same time, Flexner and Lewis [10] showed that primates 
were also susceptible to poliovirus and able to develop 
immunity after both passive and active immunization 
[11]. Further studies revealed the existence of three 
distinct poliovirus serotypes [12–14].

The “poliomyelitis virus (poliovirus)” entity 
combines three antigenically different viruses (types 
1, 2, 3) belonging to the Enterovirus genus [15] of the 
Picornaviridae family [16].

This small viral particle (27–30 nm in diameter) has 
no lipoprotein membrane; its genome is represented by 

single-stranded RNA of about 7500 nucleotides confined 
inside a capsid of icosahedral symmetry. The capsid 
consists of 60 copies of each of the four capsid proteins 
(VP1–VP4) that determine the antigenic specificity of the 
poliovirus particle. The poliovirus reproduction cycle in a 
cell takes about 7 h. The penetration of poliovirus into 
a living cell occurs with the help of a specific receptor 
CD155 — a glycoprotein (belonging to the superfamily 
of immunoglobulins), which is located on the cytoplasmic 
membrane of human and monkey cells. Attachment 
to the receptor causes changes in the capsid structure 
and thus allows the virus to enter the cytoplasm. No 
other picornavirus can use this protein as a cell receptor. 
After the penetration, the viral genome is translated and 
replicated, the viral particles mature and leave the cell; 
the host cell then dies [17–19]. Type 1 poliovirus is the 
most neurovirulent of all three serotypes.

The current classification of polioviruses (regardless 
of serotype) subdivides them by the genetic similarity to 
the Sabin vaccine strain, i.e., by the number of nucleotide 
substitutions in the genome fragment encoding for VP1 
protein [20–24].

Poliovirus is highly resistant to external factors 
(temperature, pH, disinfectants). Under laboratory 
conditions, it remains viable for many years at –20°C, 
and for many months at 2–4°C. For several months, the 
virus can persist in the environment contaminated by 
human feces (soil, sewage, surface water). Poliovirus is 
not destroyed by digestive juice. When heated to 50°C, 
it dies within 30 min. It is quickly destroyed by boiling, 
ultraviolet radiation or drying. It can also be inactivated 
by disinfectants [25].

Pathogenesis. All three types of poliovirus cause 
acute infection. The primary reproduction of the virus in 
the human body occurs in the tonsils, intestinal M-cells, 
Peyer’s plaques of the intestine, or mesenteric lymph 
nodes. The virus enters the bloodstream, and (in some 
cases) the CNS, where it spreads along the nerve fibers 
and can damage or completely destroy nerve cells. 
The virus multiplies mainly in motor neurons of the 
anterior horns of the spinal cord; cell death leads to the 
development of flaccid muscle paralysis. Sometimes, 
the virus settles in the brain stem cells innervating the 
respiratory muscles; as a result, breathing is affected 
and bulbar paralysis develops [25].

Reservoir and source of the infection. The 
reservoir and source of polio infection in nature is either 
an infected person or a carrier [25, 26]. During the first 
days of infection, before the appearance of the severe 
clinical symptoms, the virus can be detected in the blood 
and pharyngeal mucus, and also in feces. For virological 
diagnosis, massive (10·106 virus particles per 1 g) virus 
excretion with feces for 3–4 weeks (up to 2 months) is 
essential regardless of the form of infection. Excretion of 
the virus can be intermittent, and its amount is gradually 
reduced with time.

Transmission of the pathogen occurs via the fecal-
oral (main) or aerosol (probable) mechanisms, as well 
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as via vertical transmission (possible). The routes of 
transmission include water, food, contact, or air.

The natural susceptibility of humans is high, 
but a clinically pronounced infection is much less 
common than the carrier state: one case with clinical 
manifestation accounts for 100 to 1000 cases of 
asymptomatic carriage of poliovirus. Therefore, for the 
epidemic significance, cases of asymptomatic carriage 
or asymptomatic infection pose a greater risk. 

Post-infectious immunity (lifelong) is specific to only 
one type of poliovirus, therefore a person who has been 
infected with one of the poliovirus serotypes remains 
susceptible to infection with other serotypes.

The incubation period in acute poliomyelitis ranges 
from 4 to 30 days, in most cases — from 6 to 21 days.

The clinical picture. The basic information and 
characteristics of polio infection were obtained from 
studies on monkeys [25–28]. Later, it was found 
that humans were also susceptible to the virus and 
that almost everyone could contract the infection. 
In about 85% of infected individuals, the infection is 
asymptomatic, about 15% develop a mild or moderate 
febrile illness, and only in 0.1–1% it causes CNS 
damage — paralysis, paresis, meningitis.

The clinical manifestations of poliomyelitis range 
from asymptomatic infection to severe disseminated 
paralysis. Four forms of poliovirus infection are defined.

1. The inapparent form (virus-carrying) is not 
accompanied by any clinical symptoms; the infectious 
process is limited to virus multiplication in the upper 
respiratory tract and the intestine. Diagnosis is made 
only by virological tests. It makes up approximately 72% 
of all cases of polio infection.

2. The abortive form (minor illness) is characterized 
by general infection symptoms with no signs of CNS 
damage: mild febrile events, malaise, headache, 
nausea, sometimes catarrhal symptoms or intestinal 
dysfunction. With the abortive form, viremia is usually 
detected. It makes up about 24% of infections.

3. The meningeal form develops due to the virus 
entry into the CNS and the inflammatory response of the 
meninges. This form is characterized by an acute onset 
and accompanied with serous meningitis syndrome, 
fever, severe headache, stiff neck, and vomiting; 
sometimes pain in the limbs, neck, and back is present. 
It makes up 4% of all polio cases.

4. Paralysis — the consequence of the viral invasion 
into the CNS — develops in less than 1% of infected 
individuals.

The course of paralytic polio is usually divided into 
4 periods: preparative, paralytic, restorative, and 
residual. The pre-paralytic period begins after the 
incubation period; its duration varies from several hours 
to 3–6 days. It begins acutely, with fever, symptoms of 
intoxication, catarrhal manifestations in the oropharynx, 
and sometimes, dyspepsia. The paralytic period is 
characterized by apparent motor impairment (most 
often in the morning), which aggravates within a few 

hours, but not longer than 3 days. After 2–3 weeks, a 
recovery period begins (6–12 months), during which 
the restoration of impaired motor functions develops. In 
the least affected muscles, only partial recovery can be 
achieved; severely affected muscles remain completely 
paralyzed. Paralysis that remains after the recovery 
period is attributed to the residual effects of paralytic 
polio; they remain with the patient for life. About 20–
25% of patients who underwent paralytic poliomyelitis 
develop a condition referred to as post-poliomyelitis 
syndrome — B91 according to ICD-10, 20–50 years 
after the paralytic phase. This post-polio syndrome is 
a slowly progressing illness characterized by muscle 
weakness, fatigue, myalgia, arthralgia, and respiratory 
disorders. It affects both atrophied and previously 
unaffected muscles.

Depending on the anatomical location of the affected 
motor neurons in the spinal cord or brain stem, the 
syndrome can have spinal, bulbar, pontine or mixed 
(pontospinal or bulbospinal) clinical forms.

The variety of clinical manifestations of the infectious 
process and the predominance of asymptomatic infection 
that drives the steadily developing epidemic process 
are the main factors complicating the eradication of 
poliomyelitis.

Specific laboratory diagnostics. In the cases 
of acute flaccid paralysis (AFP), the diagnostic 
procedure includes virological and serological 
analyses, instrumental and clinical examinations, and 
neurological tests 60 days after the onset of the disease 
[25, 26, 29]. The acute onset (from several hours to 
1–2 days), peripheral paresis and paralysis, proximal 
limb involvement, and asymmetric paralysis — all 
those indicate the diagnosis of polio. At the same time, 
sensitivity is preserved, and pelvic organ functions are 
not impaired.

Since AFP syndrome can have a different etiology 
(infectious, toxic, neurological, traumatic), confirmation 
of its viral nature is crucial in making the right diagnosis. 
The final diagnosis is based on a virological examination 
of stool samples (two samples of feces are taken within 
24–48 h). Samples should be taken no later than the 
14 days from the onset of paralysis. The virological test 
involves using a cell culture to grow the virus followed 
by the virus identification using RT-PCR, and further 
genotyping, i.e., partial sequencing of the VP1 genome. 
The serological tests (probing anti-VP antibodies in the 
blood) are carried out at the onset of the disease and 
3 weeks later. A 4-fold increase in the antibody titer is 
considered diagnostically significant [30]. 

Re-examining the patient, re-sampling the feces, and 
testing for vaccine-associated paralytic polio (VAPP), is 
carried out on the 60th and 90th days upon the onset of 
paralysis.

In fatal outcome, autopsy material is examined 
(cervical and lumbar spinal cord tissue, medulla 
oblongata, the pons Varolii, descending colon, intestinal 
contents).
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In the Russian Federation, laboratory examinations 
of materials from patients with polio/AFP are performed 
by institutions designated by the Ministry of Health and 
accredited by the WHO. They are part of the WHO 
Global Polio Laboratory Network.

Differential diagnosis. The DD analysis is usually 
made versus polyradiculoneuropathy, Guillain-Barré 
syndrome, acute myelitis, serous meningitis, facial 
nerve neuritis, bone-articular pathology, botulism, tick-
borne viral encephalitis, and acute poliomyelitis of 
other etiology (caused by Coxsackie viruses, ECHO, 
enterovirus 71) [27].

Treatment. The clinical symptoms suspicious of 
acute polio requires urgent hospitalization and strict 
bed rest [27, 28]. Physical rest is of great importance 
in the preparative phase in order to reduce the 
severity of upcoming paralysis and hopefully prevent 
its development. It is recommended to minimize any 
manipulations, including intravenous and intramuscular 
injections. There is no specific treatment for blocking the 
poliovirus. The administration of human immunoglobulin 
in high doses is ineffective. Therefore, the preventive 
measures like the routine immunoprophylaxis, are even 
more important.

In the paralytic period, the physical comfort of a patient 
lying in the bed is of great importance: it helps minimize 
the negative consequences of paralysis. Treatment of 
severe generalized polio is carried out in the intensive 
care unit. After the acute period ends, exercises, 
massage, and physiotherapy are recommended. For a 
later period, spa treatment is indicated.

Prognosis. With the inapparent, abortive, and 
pontine forms, the prognosis is favorable. The outcome 
of the paralytic form depends on the severity of the CNS 
lesion [25]. In mild forms, complete recovery of motor 
functions occurs within 2–3 months. Bulbar and bulbar-
spinal forms of polio are the most severe ones: they are 
accompanied by deep paresis and paralysis of the trunk 
and limb muscles. Motor functions recover extremely 
slowly so that the first movements begin on the 4–5th 
month of the disease; further restoration of movements 
can be only partial. Persistent paresis and paralysis 
with no signs of recovery are typical residual effects of 
poliomyelitis and have a significant differential diagnostic 
value.

Before the mass vaccination began, the death toll 
among unvaccinated populations reached 5–7%. In most 
cases, death occurred during the first two weeks from 
the onset of the disease; the mortality and disability rates 
were highest in older children and adolescents [25].

Complications. Polio complications include 
pneumonia, pulmonary atelectasis, and myocarditis; 
with the bulbar form, acute stomach extension, 
gastrointestinal disturbances with bleeding, ulcers, and 
bowel obstruction can develop.

The severe course of spinal polio is accompanied 
by complete paralysis. The disease ends with leaving 
residual phenomena such as gross dysfunctions, 

atrophies, bone deformities, and contractures. Having 
been ill with polio, a person remains disabled for life 
[25, 27].

Risk factors. Today, the greatest risk of contracting 
polio (caused either by a wild poliovirus or vaccine-
related polioviruses) remains in children who have not 
been vaccinated or received less than 3 vaccinations 
or missed a due vaccination time-point. The factors 
that increase the risk of paralysis in polio infection 
include intramuscular injections, exercise, injuries, and 
pregnancy.

Manifestations of the epidemic process. In the 
pre-vaccination times, polio infection was spreading 
on the epidemic scale. In a temperate climate, the 
summer-autumn polio outbreaks were typical. In 
countries with a tropical climate, newborns and infants 
were most vulnerable to polio infection; in countries 
with a temperate climate, those were school-age 
children. However, outbreaks in isolated populated 
ion groups can cause paralytic forms in older people 
as well. Thus, the largest outbreaks of polio with 
a large proportion of paralytic cases were noted 
among island residents or isolated populations (for 
example, Eskimos, religious sects). During outbreaks, 
unvaccinated or incompletely vaccinated populations 
were affected. The disease was most often caused 
(74%) by type 1 poliovirus. In developing countries, 
children under 2 years of age were most affected; 
in developed countries, those were older people 
who remained susceptible to poliovirus. In the post-
vaccination period, a sharp decrease in the incidence 
of poliomyelitis was observed [31].

After the eradication of poliomyelitis in the European 
Region (2002), including Russia was confirmed and 
certified, imported cases of wild poliovirus from endemic 
countries remains the mail threat; in addition, vaccine-
related polioviruses (VRPV) can initiate an infection 
process. In 2010, a large outbreak of poliomyelitis 
caused by wild poliovirus was recorded in the Republic 
of Tajikistan. Over 700 people fell ill, and for the first time 
since 1996, the virus was brought into Russia by labor 
migrants.

In the absence of active polio diseases caused by a 
wild strain of poliovirus, the problem of VRPV came to 
first place in Russia. All such cases have been identified 
as part of epidemiological surveillance of AFP. In order to 
eliminate cases of VRPV, vaccination with the inactivated 
(killed) Salk polio vaccine (IPV) was introduced into the 
vaccination calendar.

Preventive actions. The major preventive measure is 
routine immunization of children. In Russia, vaccination 
and revaccination against polio are carried out in 
accordance with the National calendar of preventive 
vaccinations with vaccines approved for use in the 
Russian Federation [32].

For this purpose, two types of vaccines are used — 
the live oral poliovirus vaccine prepared from the Sabin 
strains and the inactivated Salk vaccine.

The Development of Polio Vaccines
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History of polio vaccines

In the XX century, the growing danger of polio 
outbreaks attracted a lot of public and medical attention 
and stimulated the search for ways to fight the disease. 
The fact that US President Franklin Roosevelt contracted 
polio when he was 39 years old and then remained 
partially paralyzed for life contributed to the raising 
interest in and awareness of the problem. Together 
with his friend Basil O’Connor, he helped establish the 
National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis, which later 
became known as the March of Dimes. This charity 
organization raised funds for polio patients and also 
sponsored the research into polio prevention.

Many leading scientists have been involved in 
the development of polio vaccine. The research was 
speeded up by the data showing that serum obtained 
from convalescents could prevent polio, infection, and 
that monkeys could be vaccinated with an inactivated 
virus [33, 34].

In 1949, John Enders, Thomas Weller, and Fred 
Robbins made a breakthrough in their work on the 
vaccine. They obtained in vitro cell cultures that 
supported the growth of poliovirus under laboratory 
conditions [35]. For this discovery, which allowed 
scientists to work with poliovirus in the laboratory, and 
for the development of vaccines, they were awarded the 
Nobel Prize in physiology and medicine in 1954.

Subsequent important studies were conducted by 
William Hammond and other scientists: they tested the 
possibility of using immune serum to protect potentially 
susceptible individuals. In a major clinical trial, serum 
gamma globulin was found to provide 100% protection 
against polio paralysis [36]. This result was considered 
the ultimate proof of the sufficiency of humoral immunity 
for protection against polio and the possibility of creating 
a vaccine, which would induce this kind of immune 
response.

The manufacturing technology for vaccine production 
was developed in two ways.

A group of scientists led by Salk succeeded in creating 
a trivalent formalin-inactivated vaccine based on three 
types of polioviruses grown in cell cultures [37]. In the 
presence of formalin, the virus lost its infectivity, but at the 
same time retained its immunogenic properties. The Salk 
vaccine began to be widely used in the United States in 
1954; by 1957, the incidence of paralytic polio decreased 
several-fold, which confirmed the high prophylactic 
efficacy of this product. IPV production was launched in 
several countries, and the vaccine was commonly used 
until a live poliovirus vaccine was created.

It should be noted that in the USSR in 1956, the Salk 
vaccine production was mastered at the Institute for 
Poliomyelitis, and by 1958, the volume of IPV produced 
at the Institute reached 5 million doses. That amount 
was, however, still insufficient to cover the entire country. 
A serious disadvantage of the Salk vaccine was its high 
cost and the need for re-vaccinations [38].

Other groups of scientists were also busy with 
developing vaccines based on attenuated strains of 
poliovirus. Such strains were expected to mimic the 
natural infection (but without paralysis) and establish 
a sustained long-term immunity against a virulent wild 
strain [38].

After the discovery of Enders et al. [35] about the 
ability of poliovirus to multiply in cell cultures, a number 
of virus titration methods were developed; those made 
it possible to quantify the attenuation of poliovirus by 
measuring its titers in cell culture and after intracerebral 
inoculation in monkeys. It became possible to identify 
strains with reduced neurovirulence in monkeys 
and also conduct extensive research into variability 
of the virus and conversion of highly or moderately 
neurovirulent strains into mildly neurovirulent strains 
suitable for vaccine development [38]. Thus, Koprovsky 
and his collaborators developed a technology for 
manufacturing a live vaccine using polio strains 
adapted to mice [39, 40]. About 20 million children 
were immunized with the Koprovsky vaccine; its use in 
a number of countries continued until the middle 70s 
when they switched to the Sabin live vaccine, better 
studied by that time.

A detailed description of the origin of attenuated Sabin 
vaccine strains was published in 1973 [41]. Sabin live 
attenuated vaccine, an oral poliovirus vaccine (OPV), 
was administered orally in the form of a drop on a small 
cube of sugar.

The introduction of OPV into healthcare practice was 
slowed for some time due to competition with the Salk 
vaccine that was widely used at that time and, most 
importantly, because of doubts about the safety of using 
live (albeit attenuated) poliovirus.

At the beginning of 1959, several batches of 
experimental OPV based on attenuated Sabin strains 
were produced at the Polio Institute; using these 
products, 13.5 million people under the age of 20, 
received vaccination [42]. The polio incidence rate, 
having an epidemic proportion at that time, was 
reduced 3-5-fold. The results provided the ultimate 
evidence for the high efficacy and safety of the oral 
polio vaccine.

In addition, the positive attitude of both the US 
administration and the general public towards OPV has 
grown significantly due to the incident with IPV in 1955 
at the Cutter Laboratories pharmaceutical company 
[43]. Due to errors in the IPV manufacturing process, 
some batches of the vaccine probably contained an 
incompletely inactivated live poliovirus. As a result of this 
accident, 79 cases of poliomyelitis among vaccinated 
children were recorded, 105 cases among members of 
their families and 20 cases among people contacted with 
them; a total of 204 cases of the disease were recorded, 
of which 11 were fatal [44]. This incident forced a change 
in the rules guiding the production and use of the 
vaccines, and in addition, it removed all barriers to the 
widespread use of OPV.
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Replacing the oral polio vaccine 
with the inactivated polio vaccine:  
problems and solutions

The inactivated polio vaccine was licensed on 
April 12, 1955, exactly ten years after the death of the 
most famous polio patient, President Roosevelt. In 
the United States and European countries, the use 
of the Salk vaccine had led to a marked decrease in 
the incidence of acute paralytic polio. However, the 
vaccination with IPV does not cause sterile immunity. In 
other words, despite full protection against the paralytic 
form of the disease, vaccinated individuals can be 
infected with poliovirus and infect others. Thus, the IPV 
cannot be considered efficient from the epidemiological 
point of view: this vaccine is not able to stop the spread 
of the virus and break its transmission. In contrast, 
OPV protects the tissues of the gastrointestinal tract 
from the infection and thereby prevents virus replication 
and excretion with feces. OPV has an additional 
advantage: after vaccination, some collective immunity 
is formed. The virus administered to a vaccinated child 
is transmitted in a contact way to relatives, friends, 
and other people in the close circle, which leads to 
their passive immunization. This is perhaps the biggest 
advantage of the live vaccine over the inactivated one, 
along with a lower cost of production and ease of use. As 
a result, after licensing the OPV in the early 1960s, the 
vast majority of countries (except for three Scandinavian 
countries) replaced the IPV with the OPV in their national 
vaccination programs.

As already mentioned, the production of OPV is 
cheaper, and its common use does not require much 
effort. IPV is administered by intramuscular injection, 
which requires qualified medical personnel. OPV is 
administered orally with a drop of liquid vaccine, which 
does not require trained health personnel. This is a 
significant advantage, especially for poor countries. The 
transition from IPV to OPV was also facilitated by the fact 
that Dr. Albert Sabin provided a free license for the use 
of his attenuated poliovirus strains to companies, which 
would comply with his advice on the OPV production 
process. In 1972, he transferred his strains of poliovirus 
to the WHO and granted it the right to control their use.

Despite a number of obvious advantages of OPV, its 
global use was not without unpleasant surprises. The 
first problem emerged shortly after reports of sporadic 
acute paralytic polio cases in vaccinated children 
appeared [20–22, 45]. Researchers have long suspected 
a relationship between very rare cases of paralytic polio 
and OPV, but could not prove it. Only with the introduction 
of molecular genetic research and sequencing methods 
[23] was it possible to find conclusive evidence that the 
emerging VAPP was caused by a mutated vaccine virus 
that re-acquired neurovirulent properties. The number 
of VAPP cases varied in different countries. According 
to one of the most representative studies conducted in 
the USA, during primary vaccination, VAPP developed 

in one of 600,000 vaccinated individuals [24]. Thus, in 
the United States, 5–10 cases of VAPP were recorded 
per year, which at first did not attract much attention, 
since the mortality caused by a wild strain of the virus 
was significantly higher. However, in 1990s, VAPP 
became the leading form of polio in the country; due 
to that, health authorities faced a difficult question on 
the ethical aspects of continued vaccination with OPV. 
Then a new generation of IPV became available; some 
countries began using a vaccination regimen when the 
IPV was administered first and then followed by OPV. 
Subsequently, the health systems of several countries 
completely abandoned the use of OPV in favor of the 
inactivated vaccine.

Later, another unpleasant discovery was made: 
a mutated vaccine poliovirus may not only lead to 
paralysis in vaccinated individuals but also spread in 
the population, causing outbreaks of acute paralytic 
polio. The discovery of circulating VAPP was made in 
the island of Haiti in 2000 [46]. Since then, dozens of 
outbreaks of acute paralytic polio caused by VAPP of 
all three types have been recorded [47, 48]. Most often, 
such outbreaks were due to type 2 VAPP. 

Doubts about the continued use of OPV increased 
even more with the discovery of other types of vaccine-
associated polioviruses isolated from individuals 
chronically infected with poliovirus [49, 50]. Patients with 
some types of primary immunodeficiency characterized 
by impaired antibody production (agammaglobulinemia) 
can become chronic carriers of poliovirus after the 
vaccination and release it into the environment for a 
long time (often for many years). Long-term release 
of poliovirus was also observed in healthy individuals 
[51]. The discovery of the three types of VAPP finally 
disapproved of the accepted concept that Sabin strains 
were not capable of fully restoring their virulence, and 
made scientists aware of the serious danger posed 
by this phenomenon. It is now generally accepted 
that the virulence of VAPP can be comparable to the 
virulence of wild strains of poliovirus. The inevitability 
of their appearance in regions where OPV is used 
for vaccination has become a serious reason for the 
transition from OPV to IPV, especially in countries 
where the circulation of wild poliovirus strains had been 
stopped.

The transition to IPV was made possible thanks to 
a significant improvement made by scientists from the 
National Institute of Public Health and Environment 
(the Netherlands): they mastered the production of 
IPV with increased specific activity [52]. In contrast 
to the classical Salk method that used formalin for 
the inactivation of virus from infected cell cultures, the 
Dutch group proposed, firstly, to cultivate the infected 
cells in bioreactors (and not in monolayer cultures), 
where the cells grew suspended on special microbeads. 
This method provided a much higher cell density and, 
accordingly, a larger number of viral particles. Secondly, 
the scientists recommended that the virus be purified 
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using a combination of gel filtration and ion-exchange 
chromatography, which made it possible to effectively 
remove most cellular elements from the final product. As 
a result, each dose of IPV contained a greater amount 
of antigen, which determined its higher activity. A similar 
technology is currently used by IPV manufacturers.

The process of gradually replacing OPV with IPV is 
still ongoing. With the improvement of the economic 
situation in a particular country, they begin to use more 
expensive methods of prevention. The substitution 
of OPV for IPV was facilitated by the introduction of 
combined vaccines, in which other vaccine preparations 
were added to the IPV. For example, IPV has been 
used in combination with diphtheria, tetanus, hepatitis 
B, hemophilia, and whooping cough vaccines. This 
approach helped to ease the overload in the National 
vaccination calendars.

There are a number of serious problems with 
replacing the OPV with IPV; the most important of them 
are the high cost of the vaccine and the need to employ 
qualified medical personnel for intramuscular injections. 
Another problem is the low ability of IPV to boost the 
local immunity in the mucous membranes; this type of 
immunity blocks the virus transmission. Finally, the 
IPV used today is made of highly virulent strains, so 
the production process poses a serious risk for people 
working with these strains. To solve the above problems 
attempts to develop a new generation of vaccines are 
under way.

New vaccine preparations have to meet the following 
requirements: low cost, increased ability to induce 
an immune response in the mucous membranes and 
compliance with biosafety criteria [53].

To create new live vaccines, it is necessary to use 
viruses with increased genetic stability in order to rule 
out the possibility of virulence reversal. Genetic stability 
is assessed in vitro (in cell cultures) and in vivo (in 
animals), but ultimately, the safety of a vaccine can only 
be judged by its use in humans. 

Despite all efforts to completely stop the spread of 
poliovirus, there is always a small chance of accidental 
or deliberate release of live virus into the environment 
that may have catastrophic consequences. This was 
the reason behind the renewed search for the way to 
manufacture IPV without compromising biological safety 
of work personnel.

There are several ways to accomplish these goals. 
One obvious solution is to create an IPV based on 
attenuated Sabin strains (sIPV). It should be noted that 
the immunogenicity of sIPV type 1 was not less than that 
of IPV obtained from the wild Mahoney strain. However, 
the immunogenicity of IPV made from two other 
serotypes of Sabin viruses, especially type 2, was lower 
than that of IPV from wild strains [54–57]. As a result, 
the optimal composition of trivalent sIPV is different 
from that of IPV from wild strains. Currently, sIPV is 
licensed in Japan and China [58]. In Japan, the drug 
is made for subcutaneous administration in the form of 

a combined vaccine against poliomyelitis, diphtheria, 
tetanus, and pertussis (DTP). Since polio is absent in 
China and Japan, the expected outcome of sIPV clinical 
trials is evaluated by seroconversion. The Institute of 
Translational Vaccinology in the Netherlands, with the 
support of the WHO, has developed its own sIPV vaccine 
technology [59] and granted manufacturing licenses to a 
number of companies in developing countries.

In Russia, using the long-time experience in the 
creation of antiviral vaccines (oral polio, anti-rabies, 
against tick-borne encephalitis and yellow fever), 
scientists from the Chumakov Federal Scientific Center 
for Research and Development of Immune-and-
Biological Products developed an original technology 
for manufacturing the inactivated cultured concentrated 
purified polio vaccine based on attenuated Sabin strains 
[60]. This vaccine is currently undergoing clinical trials 
and, in the long term, could become the first domestic 
inactivated vaccine for the prevention of polio, which 
will replace the expensive imported vaccine products 
currently used.

Problems and prospects  
of creating new poliovirus vaccines

The sIPV vaccine is the first of the new generation of 
IPV. A number of important unresolved issues remain 
regarding this vaccine preparation. Some of them relate 
to the standardization of this new class of IPV and the 
selection of appropriate methods for testing its efficacy 
as well as and the choice of the reference reagents. 
Other aspects that need further study relate to biosafety 
of the production process. For example, due to the 
eradication of polio and cessation of its circulation in 
the environment, the laboratory Sabin strains must be 
kept under strictly the same conditions as wild strains to 
preserve their immunogenicity. In this case, bio-factories 
manufacturing sIPV must meet the BSL3/polio safety 
requirement, which is inevitably associated with extra 
costs and may impact the manufacture and sales of 
the product. In other words, sIPV is a step in the right 
direction, but this vaccine is not able to solve all the 
problems, so in the future, we will have to develop a 
more advanced vaccine preparation.

After the molecular mechanisms of attenuation and 
reversal of virulence in polioviruses were elucidated 
in the 1980s and 1990s, several attempts were made 
to create attenuated strains with increased genetic 
stability. Basically, these attempts were aimed at limiting 
the occurrence and accumulation of point mutations 
that lead to virulence restoration. Most VRPV strains 
were obtained by recombining the Sabin ains with other 
non-polio enterovirus strains; due to that, it has been 
suggested that this recombination may play a role in 
the reversal of virulence. Genetic stability is assessed 
in vitro (in cell cultures) and in vivo (in animals), but 
ultimately, vaccine safety can only be judged by its 
results in humans. A number of researchers have 
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been able to achieve increased stability in experiments 
in vitro, but confirming this fact in clinical trials will 
not be easy. Given the relatively low incidence of 
vaccine-associated complications (approximately 1 
in the 600,000 first doses), achieving the statistical 
significance needed to draw final conclusions on the 
superiority of the new strain will require a colossal 
clinical trial. 

Another problem complicating the development of 
a more stable attenuated strain is the lack of reliable 
biomarkers of safety for in vitro and in vivo models. 
For this reason, a large number of studies were not 
conducted until a group of laboratories funded by the 
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation was set up and 
tasked with developing a strain of OPV type 2, with a 
greater genetic stability. Although this study has not 
been completed by now, we can describe the general 
principles of their work.

One of the determinants of virulence and attenuation 
are mutations in a hairpin-type structure (denoted as the 
“F domain of hairpin VI”) in the 5′-untranslated region. 
This domain is part of the internal ribosome entry site 
(IRES); it is believed to be involved in the interactions 
of translation initiation factors with ribosomes and the 
viral RNA molecule [61, 62]. There is evidence in the 
literature that some of these factors are tissue-specific; 
therefore, mutations in this area can alter the viral 
tropism to certain tissues and thus limit its propagation 
in neurons. It was found that recombinants in which 
this region was replaced by a homologous element 
of human rhinovirus had a very low virulence [63, 64]. 
Currently, these chimeric rhinoviruses and polioviruses 
are studied as oncolytic agents acting against gliomas 
[65]. Theoretically, such chimeric viruses can be used as 
the basis for vaccines with increased stability. 

Another approach (based on the same determinant 
of attenuation) attempts to destabilize the hairpin and 
thus attenuate the virulence. For example, attenuation 
of type 3 poliovirus was achieved by replacing the 
stable G:C pair with the unstable G:U pair, which led 
to destabilization of the entire hairpin. If the virulence 
gets reversed, this G:U pair is replaced by the original 
G:C pair. The A:U pair is intermediate between the G:C 
and G:U in stability, therefore, when the RNA hairpin is 
rearranged by replacing the G:C and G:U pairs with the 
A:U pairs, the overall structural stability and virulence 
of this virus remain almost unchanged. However, 
the genetic stability is higher in this case, since two 
mutations are required to convert the A:U pair to a more 
stable G:C pair, and the intermediate pairs (G:U and 
A:C) in this process have lower structural stability and 
therefore, adversely affect the replicative ability of the 
virus. A number of genetic constructs created by this 
principle do have increased genetic stability. At present, 
they are supposed to be used to create virus-based 
vaccines with increased genetic stability [66–68].

Another way to weaken the IRES function is to delete 
nucleotides or insert additional nucleotides, which would 

alter the conformation of the entire structure. However, 
such manipulations do not increase genetic stability, 
since the virus can easily restore its replicative potential 
by cutting out the inserted fragments or filling the 
deleted fragments by using fragments of RNA from other 
sources. Toyoda and his colleagues tried to overcome 
this problem of instability [69]. They proposed a method 
based on using the cis-acting replicative element in viral 
RNA. Normally, this element is located in the center of 
the RNA molecule and is extremely important for the 
initiation of RNA replication. Transferring the cis-element 
from its normal position to the IRES region of the 
5′-untranslated region leads to significant attenuation. 
Since the cis-element plays an important role in RNA 
replication, the virus cannot cut it off. As a result, this 
weakened construct is genetically stable.

Viral RNA replicases are known for their ability to 
make errors during the process of replication, which 
leads to a large number of mutations. This feature is 
one of the reasons for the genetic instability of viral RNA 
genomes. The high mutation rate, on the one hand, 
creates obvious problems, but on the other hand, gives 
viruses a number of advantages that allow them to 
quickly adapt to a new or changing environment. Thus, 
the accuracy of viral replicases is tailored to the needs 
of the viruses: it is neither high nor low. This was proven 
by the discovery in the polymerase encoding gene of 
mutations that increased the replicase accuracy [70] and 
reduce the ability of the virus to infect animals [71, 72]. 
This phenomenon can be used to create high precision 
mutant polymerases in order to reduce the reversal of 
virulence and facilitate attenuation.

All organisms, including polioviruses, have the 
codon preference mechanism (using only one of the 
synonymous codons in the coding regions of the 
genome). This phenomenon has found its use in 
the field of biotechnology, when a foreign protein is 
expressed in a heterologous system. To maximize the 
protein production, the gene encoding for the target 
protein is transcoded so that the codons are replaced 
by others that are most often used in the expression 
system. This process is called the codon optimization. 
In experiments with polioviruses, it was found that 
the reverse process — codon de-optimization (i.e., 
introduction of rare codons into the poliovirus genome) 
reduced the replicative ability of the virus and the yield of 
infectious virions [73]. As a result, this “weakened” virus 
cannot easily restore its virulence and replicative ability, 
because its genome has been changed by multiple 
mutations.

It is possible that the mechanism by which de-
optimization of codons reduces the replicative ability is 
more complex than just using rare codons. In addition to 
the phenomenon of codon preference, most organisms 
also show a preference for using certain pairs of codons 
[74]. This means that there is a preference for selecting 
a codon for encoding neighboring amino acids: some 
pairs of codons are used more often than others. If 
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this preference is changed by replacing codons with 
synonymic ones, the result will be similar to the codon 
de-optimization, even though the total number of codons 
remains unchanged [75]. The reason for the preference 
for certain codon pairs is not known yet. To complicate 
the situation, the frequencies of the CpG dinucleotide 
and the UpA dinucleotide are lower than could be 
expected in a random sequence. When the poliovirus 
RNA is re-coded into a sequence with a larger number of 
CpG and UpA, the size of the sterile spots formed by the 
virus in a cell culture decreases according to the number 
of introduced changes [76]. Viruses obtained after such 
“genome scrambling” significantly decrease the yield 
of infectious virions, while the total production of viral 
particles changes a little. The biological mechanisms 
underlying these phenomena remain unknown. In 
addition, it is unclear whether all these phenomena 
are the result of one or more unrelated causes. 
Nevertheless, “rearrangement of genome elements” can 
provide important clues to the development of attenuated 
and inactivated vaccines [77].

So far, we have paid attention only to a few rational 
methods for attenuating the virus while maintaining 
genetic stability and limiting the reversal of virulence 
by preventing point mutations. Another approach to the 
development of a more genetically resistant poliovirus 
is an attempt to limit its ability to recombine with other 
viruses. Poliovirus and enteroviruses are generally 
characterized by recombination, the frequency of 
which is extremely high [78–81]. This characteristic 
is valuable because it allows them to propagate 
quickly and neutralize the effect of point mutations 
by replacing the damaged parts of their genome with 
the genetic material obtained from other viruses. In all 
likelihood, recombination facilitates the replacement of 
genome elements damaged during attenuation and, 
as a result, restore some of the virus replication ability. 
Thus, restricting the recombination frequency can 
be considered as a possible option for perfecting the 
vaccine strain.

Research into this direction is complicated by the 
limited knowledge of recombination mechanisms. 
Homologous recombination is believed to be an 
important property of poliovirus; therefore, recoding 
certain parts of the vaccine poliovirus genome and 
minimize the genetic homology with other viruses can 
reduce the frequency of recombination. In addition, it 
may be useful to limit the ability of viruses to exchange 
parts of their genome by detecting mutations in 
polymerase-encoding genes, leading to a decrease 
in the base recombination frequency [82]. However, 
to date, the feasibility of such an approach remains 
unknown. It is still unclear which factor limits the 
incidence of recombinant viruses: is it the very fact of 
recombination or the selection based on replicative 
ability. Studies on this subject continue in a hope to shed 
light on this interesting aspect of poliovirus biology. 

A few research groups are working to create other, 

even safer, strains that can be used to produce IPV. 
The main requirement for such attenuated strains is 
their complete non-pathogenicity and resistance both in 
vitro and in vivo, in order to avoid reversal of virulence 
and resumption of circulation, even when the virus 
enters the environment. One approach used to produce 
such stable attenuated viruses is by replacing Sabin 
polioviruses that are susceptible to reversing IRES 
elements with homologous regions of other viruses that 
do not have tropism to neural tissue, such as human 
rhinoviruses [63–65]. Other approaches involve the 
stabilization of the weakening domains in IRES by 
modifying the hairpin F domains using A:U pairs [73]; 
displacing the cis-element toward the 5′-untranslated 
region [69]; inducing high-precision mutations in the 
polymerase-encoding gene [72]; rearranging the 
coding elements of the genome in order to change 
the preference for codons, the preference for the use 
of pairs of codons [69] or the number of CpG and 
UpA dinucleotides [76]. Preliminary studies on the 
clinical efficacy of each of these approaches in vitro 
have shown that the resulting virus is likely to have 
higher genetic stability. However, it remains to be 
determined whether these methods can be used to 
produce amounts of poliovirus antigen sufficient for 
IPV production. In addition, it is not known whether 
the products will be more stable in vivo (and therefore 
safer), which is extremely difficult to test due to the lack 
of a preclinical (animal) model suitable for studying the 
transmission and genetic stability of poliovirus in vivo.

An ideal solution to the biosafety problem would be a 
production process that does not utilize a virus with an 
infectious potential. Antigens for many other vaccines 
can be successfully obtained from various expression 
systems (baculovirus, yeast, etc.). In the case of polio 
vaccine, the difficulty of using this approach is that 
most of its immunogenic epitopes (if not all) are formed 
by secondary or even tertiary rearrangement between 
segments of amino acids from different polypeptide 
chains. Their immunogenicity is extremely sensitive to 
polypeptide conformational changes, and, therefore, 
only native viral particles can produce immunity. At the 
moment, there is no effective algorithm for poliovirus 
assembling in vitro that could be used to obtain the 
required amount of poliovirus particles for vaccine 
production. The assembly process of poliovirus 
capsid is rather complicated and has not been fully 
studied. Nevertheless, it is known that it includes 
the autoproteolytic cleavage of one of the precursor 
proteins, which occurs only after RNA gets encapsulated 
and “fixes” the correct conformation of the entire 
structure. “Empty” particles that do not contain poliovirus 
RNA are characterized by instability. This problem 
can theoretically be solved by protein engineered 
stabilization [83]. If successful this method may open the 
way to the creation of empty capsids with immunogenic 
properties. These capsids can be used as vaccines, the 
production of which does not require a live poliovirus.
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Another research approach to the creation of new 
inactivated polio vaccines is an attempt to reduce the 
cost and/or increase their immunogenicity (which will 
reduce the dose of antigen needed to develop immunity). 
Cost reduction can be achieved by increasing the yield of 
viral particles by introducing new production processes 
and cell substrates. According to published data, the 
use of PerC6 cell suspensions cultured in a serum-free 
nutrient medium allows the cells to grow to much higher 
density and provide a higher yield of poliovirus [84]. 

Another way to reduce the cost of vaccine production 
is to use alternative routes of administration, which will 
increase immunogenicity and reduce the administered 
dose. A common way to increase immunogenicity and 
lower the dose of a vaccine is to add adjuvants. To date, 
a number of research groups are actively exploring the 
possibility of using various standard and new adjuvants 
in combination with poliovirus vaccines. Among the 
usual adjuvants, aluminum hydroxide enhances the 
immunogenicity [85, 86]. New adjuvants are also being 
studied, such as oil-in-water emulsions [87], toll-like 
receptor agonists and other elements of non-specific 
immune defense. In addition, there is evidence that 
some adjuvants, when administered intramuscularly, 
increase the mucosal immune response [88].

The skin is the first “line of defense” against 
pathogens and, therefore, contains elements of 
the immune system, including dendritic cells and 
macrophages, which prevent the invasion of pathogenic 
microorganisms. This fact underlies the assumption that 
the intradermal administration of antigens can be more 
effective than the intramuscular route. In clinical trials of 
intradermal administration of a fractional dose of IPV [89, 
90–92], the assumption was confirmed; however, the 
minimum dose needed to create immunity was higher 
than the estimated intramuscular dose. The efficacy of 
the primary immunization with a single intradermal dose 
of IPV has been proven by the presence of a secondary 
immune response to the booster dose of the vaccine 
[93]. Thus, intradermal administration is an acceptable 
route of vaccination, and it can be made using devices 
for needleless injections. An alternative option for 
intradermal administration is the use of “microneedle 
patches” [94–97]. These small devices contain multiple 
antigen-coated plastic microneedles for intradermal 
delivery. They can be applied to the skin painlessly, like 
a patch. The practical feasibility and the efficacy of this 
technology are presently under study.

All of the above approaches concern the development 
of an inactivated polio vaccine, able to facilitate the 
transition from OPV to IPV and contribute to the final 
phase of the polio eradicating campaign. Nevertheless, 
in the long run, IPV will be used in combination with 
other antigens in the form of a tetravalent, pentavalent 
or hexavalent vaccine. The use of combined vaccines 
can simultaneously provide maximum benefits for the 
healthcare system and reduce the cost and number of 
injections required for a successful vaccination.

Conclusion

The history of polio vaccines is a captivating tale 
about two highly effective vaccine preparations, each 
with its own advantages and disadvantages. The 
first of the two, the inactivated polio vaccine, clearly 
demonstrated both the ability to prevent polio infections 
and the danger of multiple side effects of vaccination, 
which in turn led to the emergence of the modern 
regulatory framework for the development and use 
of vaccines. It also eliminated all the barriers to the 
oral poliovirus vaccine, which has been the vaccine of 
choice for many years and has contributed to significant 
progress in the fight against polio. Subsequently, this 
success led to a gradual return to the inactivated polio 
vaccine and the need to completely replace the oral 
poliovirus vaccine with a safer inactivated vaccine. 
However, the inactivated polio vaccine of the future is 
likely to be different from the current product. Thus, the 
constantly changing epidemiological situation and socio-
economic factors motivate us to continuously improve 
the existing vaccines and introduce innovative products 
that meet the new requirements.
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